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About This Game

Unravel an ancient mystery!

Arizona Rose is the world's foremost treasure-hunter, and her latest adventure takes her to Egypt, where an ancient temp
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Same as the other Arizona Rose game.you like these types of puzzles, you'll like these. If not, you won't. Not much else to say
about it. The game-killer for me came when a pop-up ad interrupted my game, which leads to an automatic deletion when that
happens, so be warned of that as well. This is the reason for the low play time, if anybody cares.. Excellent picross with
occasional minipuzzles of various types. Helpful touches like highlighting of the cursor's row and column, faded clue numbers
for solved groups, disappearing clue numbers for solved rows and columns, and powerups. A bit more difficult than the previous
Arizona Rose game; some puzzles are impossible to begin without guessing and risking a mistake, unless one uses a powerup.
And if I recall correctly, it advances more quickly to the 20 by 20 board than the previous game does. Hint: Move the cursor
while holding a mouse button to select multiple cells (shows selection count too!). While doing so you may click the other
button to cancel the selection, so it's handy for counting cells.. Pretty Nice Puzzle Game. Without any discount a little bit
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expensieve but the developer made a good job to create an addiction puzzle fun factor. With achievements and trading cards to
collect the prize is okay (Summer Sale Action) Bei Puzzlespielen bin ich immer skeptisch. Meistens langweilt es mich nach 1
Stunde wenn sich kein guter Suchtfaktor einstellt (z.B. leicht erreichbare Errungenschaften oder leicht durchzuspielene Levels)
Bei dem Spiel ist es nicht so. Gute Sounduntermalung und schlampigkeitsfehler werden mit dem Nichterreichen der
Errungenschaften (Fehlerfrei 0-1) bestraft. Der Vollpreis ist etwas zu teuer angesetzt aber dennoch zahlt es sich aus. Die
Entwickler haben keine Mu00fchen gescheut das Spiel gut umzusetzten.. Excellent picross with occasional minipuzzles of
various types. Helpful touches like highlighting of the cursor's row and column, faded clue numbers for solved groups,
disappearing clue numbers for solved rows and columns, and powerups. A bit more difficult than the previous Arizona Rose
game; some puzzles are impossible to begin without guessing and risking a mistake, unless one uses a powerup. And if I recall
correctly, it advances more quickly to the 20 by 20 board than the previous game does. Hint: Move the cursor while holding a
mouse button to select multiple cells (shows selection count too!). While doing so you may click the other button to cancel the
selection, so it's handy for counting cells.. Same as the other Arizona Rose game.you like these types of puzzles, you'll like
these. If not, you won't. Not much else to say about it. The game-killer for me came when a pop-up ad interrupted my game,
which leads to an automatic deletion when that happens, so be warned of that as well. This is the reason for the low play time, if
anybody cares.. Pretty decent Picross clone, though the "story" is as bonkers as any old Hidden Object game. Speaking of, there
are a few HO scenes included here and there.
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